TOUGHSHELL

™

TIME-TESTED PROTECTION FOR WOOD DOORS
ELIMINATING PAINT
PROBLEMS FOR OVER
SEVEN YEARS.
TODCO introduced ToughShell™
coating over seven years ago as the
answer to the toughest problems
facing wooden overhead doors –
the brutal effects of time and weather,
especially moisture. And as we’ve
perfected ToughShell, we’ve seen
paint failures drop to virtually zero.
You see, most paints are just
not formulated for coating wooden
overhead doors. That’s because
wood expands and contracts. It
flexes and gives. Which means the
primers and topcoats applied to it
have to do the same.
That’s what the ToughShell
coating does. It’s a multi-layered
formulation of liquid polymers that
are specifically designed to work
together on wood substrates.
Together, they create a mechanical
bond that arms doors with state-ofthe-art defense against moisture,
abrasion, temperature extremes,
harsh chemicals, and even UV
damage. And it’s only from TODCO.
So lower your cost per mile.
Specify TODCO plywood dryfreight
doors that start with a ToughShell
primer coat. Then add a ToughShell
topcoat, or TODCO-approved
automotive quality paint topcoat.
You’ll end up with one of the
toughest, and longest warranted,
doors in the industry working
overtime for you.

Liquid powder polymer
ToughShell primer coating is not paint,
but a liquid powder polymer specifically
formulated to bond to wood substrates.

Ultraviolet process
An ultraviolet process cures
ToughShell instantaneously,
protecting against surface
damage that can occur
when paint is not fully dry.

Topcoat
colors
ToughShell is
available as a
topcoat in limited
colors.

Superior
intercoat
adhesion
ToughShell primer
achieves superior
intercoat adhesion
with the best
automotive-type
paints.

Protects against wide
ranges of climate
When exposed to the elements and wide
ranges of climate, ToughShell coating
achieves the industry’s best adhesion to the
plywood core.
Unique to the industry
ToughShell is the only Structural
Polymer Overlay (SPO) coating
available in the industry for
overhead truck doors.
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Topcoat warranty
TODCO will warrant doors with
ToughShell primer and approved
topcoat paints for up to three years.

For new orders and order inquiries, fax 1-800-24-TODCO (1-800-248-6326).
TODCO reserves the right to change product specifications at any time without notice.

